Origins! (part 1)
By Andy Glover-Whitley

When anyone says those immortal words “Heavy Metal” you always know the vast majorities
response to them. They scurry off like vampires from a sunburst. Yet this one genre is actually
a British homemade affair and the Heavy Metal scene of the late 1970’s and early 1980’s was
a breakthrough in many ways for the disaffected white youth of the day living in the industrial
cities and heartlands of Britain as well as large areas of then run down inner London. The kids
heroes had grown apart from them and were now virtually untouchable, such groups as Black
Sabbath, Deep Purple, Led Zeppelin, Uriah Heep, Judas Priest, AC/DC, UFO, Scorpions and
others. They had literally sold their souls for Rock and Roll and the only alternative was Punk
Rock. Not again to everyone’s taste. So what did the kids in these places do? Well they went
and took the heavy riffs of their heroes and mixed it with a bit of the ethos of the punk
movement of doing it yourself and out popped Heavy Metal.

Well not quite like that. In actuality most of the kids were still into the big stadium heavy rock
bands and wanted to emulate their heroes and so bands sprang up, as they always did doing
just that. The only thing was as ‘would be rock and roll stars’ their heroes were too far from
them to be of any massive influence and so they turned to what is sometimes ingloriously
termed the second rank of bands. This is not to say that the bands were inferior, not at all. they

usually were extremely hard working, skilful musicians who preferred to write music that they
themselves wanted to hear rather than what would commercially sell ‘en mass’. These bands
were very often rougher, harder edged, bluesy, ballsy and very often extremely creative if in a
somewhat limited genre type of way.

I remember joining my first ever band and beginning touring in the very late 70’s. I was a
budding bass player and the band was a local group (who shall be nameless for certain reasons)
who I felt were going nowhere and yet only six months after I had left to go to University they
became very big and got a record deal and did rather well until the usual infighting destroyed
the band. I joined a couple of Heavy Metal bands while at Uni in Nottingham, one of which
did rather well, but that was again after I had left the line-up to concentrate on my studies. They
finally split up acrimoniously but are again touring and finally got the album I started recording
with them out 31 years later. I must admit I am rather taken with the stuff we then created. The
story of many rock and metal bands from this era. The thing I am trying to say is that although
we were all into the big heavy Rock bands of the era we were actually more influenced by this
second tier of bands and their hard graft and uniqueness of hard edgy distortion with fast pace.

A very early pre-record contract photo of
Iron Maiden with Paul Di’Anno on vocals.

So who were these bands and why was Heavy Metal more indebted to this group of artists
than to the big names of the then Rock scene.
As we travelled in our van up and down the midlands and other parts of the country we would
come across other budding bands of the same ilk, usually all playing to the same crowds in
small venues and as such a camaraderie between you grew up. Some of these bands went on
to become very well-known names in the genre such as Diamond Head, but more of them in
the second part of this article. As you travelled around, tapes of old bands, as well as what
each other were doing were swapped and exchanged. Many a heated argument ensued over
some beers about the merits of such and such a guitarist from a band or the quality of an
album from a group.

Over the years I thought fondly about the days I spent in various outfits in Birmingham and
Nottingham and what albums and bands really did influence us as Heavy Metal gurus (lol!) as
they did other bands, even the now mega famous Heavy Metal bands like Iron Maiden, Saxon,
Def Leppard, the infamous Motorhead and the lesser known ones, Diamond Head, Tygers of
Pantang, Dark Star, Tobruk, Magnum, Saracen, Samson, Angelwitch and others, many now
defunct. It came to be obvious which bands were the most influential, and recently I had the
luck to have enough time to actually listen to many of these so called second tier bands again
and these are just a few of the bands and the albums that helped shape the then burgeoning
genre known as the New Wave of British Heavy Metal (NWOBHM) which I am proud to say I
played my own very tiny part in back in the day.
My top six bands and seven albums of this bunch starts with one of the great unsung classics.
Leaf Hound. Yes Leaf Hound. I know for a fact most people will say they have never heard of
them and yet if you were into hard energy driven riff orientated rock with gruff vocals and
skilful arrangements then this was most definitely the band that virtually kick started the New
Wave of Metal. They were considered to be stoner rock merchants which is definitely true
but take a listen to their not so hippy ideals in their brilliant, and most definitely influential
album “Growers of Mushrooms”. The energy and hard riffs are all there and without
gimmickry, unlike so many of the bigger bands of the rock world, showed the new wave how
to really do it.

https://youtu.be/s8bGgtU1bwA
Growers of Mushrooms

Yes Hendrix is obviously a great influence on them as he was on every rock band since but
there is something rough and edgy about what this great band was producing that gave us
fledglings a way forward.
Budgie. Now Budgie were not that unknown even back then and they have since become
immortal through the great American band Metallica and their famous version of their classic
track “Breadfan”.

https://youtu.be/54H3EUAzpVg
Budgie “Breadfan” Studio performance.

Strange vocal quality of Burke Shelly was one of the things that made this Welsh band unique.
He was unfortunately diagnosed about four or five years ago with throat cancer so his career
has been somewhat halted. The great thing about this band was the raw passion and
musicianship that they always bought to their music and this is no better exemplified, and
was such an influence on many bands of the New Wave, than in their 1974 album “In for the
Kill”. They were able to switch with such ease from raw aggression and pace to subtle
dreaminess and beauty. A great model to follow.
https://youtu.be/ZUNJ5bkNpsE
“In for the Kill”

Iron Claw. A Scottish band hailing from Dumfries who actually released some very impressive
tracks which were only ever available as bootleg recordings and supplied by the underground
connections that everyone then seemed to have. They are now back together again touring
and signed to a Californian based label.

Iron Claw circa 1972

There sound was raw and rough with a certain influence of blues and hard rock come Sabbath
style. Having said that they were most definitely individual and were a big influence on bands
such as Saxon and Iron Maiden. In 2009 the old recordings were gathered together and finally
released as an album with the self-titled name of Iron Claw. Just so inventive these record
labels are, it is totally amazing don’t you think! Iron Claw album called Iron Claw. Says it all.
https://youtu.be/bcGhHXLBa9g
Iron Claw by “Iron Claw”

Groundhogs. This bunch of unsavoury beauties were not just influential but attained cult
status amongst not just Metal fans but hippies, space rockers, stoners and heavy rock fans.
They were possibly one of the heaviest blues rock bands around in their day and in Tony

McPhee, (to the left in the picture below) their legendary guitarist and main song writer, they
turned out some very classic and classy blues rock that had quite an impression on the
NWOBHM. The hard grooves and dirty sound presented in a blues idiom was hard to follow
and emulate and yet it always sounds so easy. That is probably down to the skill of McPhee
as a good songster and musician. There are actually two great albums that were an influence
on many would be bands, some would say every single album was a major slab of important
vinyl but these two really were impressive.

The groundhogs in 1968

With Pete Cruickshank (centre in the picture) being a permanent part of the band the unity
and cohesion was there to allow McPhee to let rip and know that behind him there was
someone who would and could follow what and where he was going. A lesson we all tried to
learn from. The two albums were “Split” and “Hogwash”. Although many would also cite
“Thank Christ for The Bomb” and “Who Will Save The World? The Mighty Groundhogs” as
seminal albums and just as influential.
https://youtu.be/Fq7W7eyvPbQ
“Split”
https://youtu.be/uHuTsy53Zgw
“Hogwash”
McPhee does still perform and still blows everything else off the stage with his blues world.
Lucifer’s Friend. Again this is a group that even most diehard followers of heavy Metal would
be hard pressed to name. Their brand of rock is riff orientated in such a way that it is obvious
where many metal riffs came from. Saxon, Iron Maiden and others have all used these basic
patterns to great effect and yet this one band had them all in one album and yet remain

unknown and unsung. Even their name smacks of the Heavy Metal scene that was to break in
the late 70’s early 80’s. Their look was heading towards that same end too with the wearing
of biker leathers and bomber jackets.

Lucifer’s Friend in their heyday.

Now the strange thing about this so British of British bands is that they were actually German!
Yes, German, and yet they were so influential in kick starting the NWOBHM scene. Well at
least their singer, John Lawton, was English but the rest of the group were as German as
German could be. The edgy distorted sound predates the Heavy Metal scene by a good five
years. Listen for how the bass and guitars move in block with the odd fill. The vocals sound
very much like the late Dave Byron of Uriah Heep with touches of Ronnie James Dio circa
Rainbow era. Strangely enough upon the sacking of David Byron from Uriah Heep it was John
Lawton who was chosen to replace him. Their vocals were so similar many fans at first mistook
Lawton for Byron on the “Firefly” album of 1976.
https://youtu.be/frrMv7NvKo8
“Lucifer’s Friend”
Many a happy hour was spent listening to this album and many a happy time recalling it again
after all these years. A classic and probably the most influential album of its era.
The Edgar Broughton Band. Now this bunch of be-whiskered lads have been around way
before the time in question. They hailed from Warwick in the Midlands and were renowned
for their brand of freaked out heavy blues. These were the original Heavy Metal lads with
their extended controlled guitar sounds and heavily distorted wall of sound combined with
lyrics that just blew your mind in as many ways as there were ways of dropping acid back in
the day. They were known and recognised even by the extreme fringes of rock as being out
there, left of field and dodgy and yet fun to be on the road with. They were straight hard
rocking emissaries with an edge that few bands ever had back in the late 60’s or early 70’s.
They still tour to this day and still churn out the same grinding riffs that influenced my
generation of metalheads.

The Edgar Broughton Band circa 1971

Their most famous track was “Out Demons Out” that has an anthemic chant something that
appealed to The NWOBHM and was taken on board by most bands of the genre at least once
to get the crowd more involved.
https://youtu.be/OXhGgAZc4z8
A live version of “Out Demons Out” from Rockpalast 2006

Their output in the early days was so dramatic that you could pick any of the albums and find
the influences that were to help shape the NWOBHM movement. To my ears “Wasa Wasa” is
still their finest album and recently I sold my original copy making nearly £100 for it. Not bad
for an album I thought not much about for years.
https://youtu.be/A_d9jkMCtpI
“Wasa Wasa”

In the second part I will look at some of the bands that came about due to the influences of
these bands such as Tobruk, Diamond Head, Quartz, Samson, Trespass, Dark Star, White
Spirit, Chevy, Angelwitch, Praying Mantis, Tygers of Pantang, Saracen, Gaskin, Tokyo Blade,
Heavy Pettin’, Shy, Dawn Trader, and many many more so why not do a bit of research before
then.

Part 2

In the first part of this very brief overview of the Origins of the New Wave of British Heavy
Metal I looked at six groups that were an influence on the burgeoning underground of the
NWOBHM. Ok the bands named are only just scratching the surface of the influence and there
were many more but to most of the burgeoning and fledgling Metal bands they were important
musically, ideologically and above all in temperament. Most of the bands then starting to drive
this movement forward were anti-establishment, anti-punk and very pro-doing it for
themselves. They took the harder edges of the rock scene skinned it and pared it down to its
bear minimum of usually uncluttered twin guitar attack (an influence from the rock group
Wishbone Ash), driving bass lines keeping the root of the chord fixed, drums that smacked you
around the head and left you crying, all combined with wailing vocals that chanted out anthemic
melodies that were infectious.
https://youtu.be/FbvFJcS4qGM
Iron Maiden performing a rather tame version
of “Running Free” on Top of the Pops in 1979

The actual ideology of the genre was one of reflecting the youth’s disgust with the world around
them. A world that had rotted in front of their eyes with the Oil Crisis, the Three Day Week,
the power of the unions and the decay of the communities they came from through neglect and
wanton commercialism and financial decay and deprivation. Hence groups like Saxon and Iron
Maiden reflected the interests of those fans that followed them. Bikes, birds (women, sorry for
the colloquialism), leather, denim, drinking and having a good time to try and forget it all.
There was always an element of anarchy about Heavy Metal and ‘sod the world’ but one thing
they very clearly avoided was the anarchic violence of the Punks and aimed for a more musical
pungent mix of what had gone before with an air of bolshiness. This of course is early Heavy
Metal, the British New Wave not the bombastic stupidity of what much of the music became,
especially when the Americans got involved and turned it into something approximating to the
circus show it did, and has become. This was a purer much less maligned form that relied on
the musicians to play their instruments rather than pose and strut. That was to come later alas.
With the original style fast riffs were the order of the day along with driving bass and loud

drums that were all heavily distorted to set the teeth on edge. Not the ‘Wasp in a Jar’ sound
that much metal guitars became. There were basic harmonies used along with tight succinct
flashy guitar licks and solos in between the anthemic style vocals of some pretty good singers.
It had taken the older lesser known second tier bands and sped their styles up to super-speed.
They stuck to the shorter time lengths, although this did change over time, and had basic forms
for the songs. They rejected much of their big name predecessors who by this time were in
conflict with each other or had had tragedy strike them. These bands knew what they were
doing, and how to do it well from many nights performing to anyone who would listen to them.
They were just the same as the fans in the crowds that grew from a few to thousands. They
wore biking leathers, or denim and leather, usually with other bands names on the denim
waistcoats and all had long hair as a sign of rebellion against the then trend of shorter well
groomed quiffs.
The NWOBHM began purely as an underground movement growing in parallel to punk but
was largely ignored by the media. It was only through the promotion of rock DJ Neal Kay and
the music paper Sounds' campaigning that it reached the public consciousness and gained some
radio airplay finally gaining recognition and success in the UK. The movement involved mostly
young, white, male and working-class musicians and fans, who suffered the hardships brought
on by the rising unemployment for years after the 1973-75 recession. It was as a reaction to
their bleak reality that they created a sub-community separate from the mainstream society to
enjoy each other's company and their beloved loud music.
One single album brought all this together, energy and excitement of the New Wave, to
everyone’s notice. It was surprisingly released by EMI (not exactly a fan of Rock let alone
Metal) in early 1980 and was a compilation of all the then up and coming metal bands with two
tracks by Iron Maiden as well as numbers by the likes of Angelwitch, Sledgehammer, Praying
Mantis, Samson, Ethel the Frog, Toad the Wet Sprocket and others. It presented to the initiated
and the uninitiated a great spring board of what was happening. So much so a second volume
was released with yet more great bands on such as Trespass, White Spirit, Dark Star, Chevy,
The Raid (Jameson Raid under a new name) and others now long forgotten.

The two Metal for Muthas LP covers.

Besides the big bands such as Iron Maiden and Def Leppard here are just a few bands that were
unfortunately lost to time, but in the day were tipped for the top of the genre.

Saxon. Now this may seem very strange to say that they are lost to time considering there are
currently two bands with ex-members in them calling themselves Saxon and both are still
touring. They hailed from the Yorkshire industrial city of Bradford. Why I have included them
here is that both bands are now trading on the past glories of their own makings. Back in 1977
they were a tight straight forward ensemble of leather and denim clad guys playing some of the
hardest rock around. They went on to mega stardom until the usual disagreements ended the
group. The track that stands out from the first album for me is not one of their hard numbers
but is called “Rainbow Theme” and “Frozen Rainbow”, (they ran as one track).

Saxon circa 1980

https://youtu.be/f5zGzhBqJCg
Rainbow Theme/Frozen Rainbow

Their most enduring track is still considered to be “747 (Strangers in the Night)” and was their
biggest singles chart success. It has a stunning guitar opening break, a riff to blow your heart
away and a chorus to make any headbanger ecstatic. They did go on to produce many other
great tracks such as “Dallas 1pm” about the assassination of President Kennedy and many
others based on history.
https://youtu.be/BkKrUz45icE
“Strangers in the Night”
https://youtu.be/k_SU5v2azy8
Dallas 1pm

Tobruk. Tobruk were a cleaner version of the denim and leather clan. They had puffed up hair
and played some very clean cut almost American style Heavy Metal. They stemmed from the
heartlands of Heavy Rock and Metal, Birmingham, and were one of the hardest working bands
in the era. They used keyboards which were fresh and novel in what was predominantly a guitar
orientated sound genre. I have to admit to a vested interest in this group but they did go on to
produce some fantastic songs on their first album.

Tobruk Circa 1980

It is hard to actually choose just one track from their fabulous debut album but one I have done,
"Falling”, and shows the group off as a tight knit band that really knew how to write tracks of
succinct ideas.
https://youtu.be/PQ9IJ1BLSuE
“Falling”
The lead vocalist, nicknamed “Snake” died from cancer back in 2006. A sad loss to those who
knew him, worked alongside him or saw him perform.
Diamond Head. This outfit, from Stourbridge in the West Midlands, were one of the first to
break through and became the quintessential Heavy Metal Band. Their mix of constantly
changing riffs and harmonies defined the genre better than most other bands. Brian Tatler, the
guitarist, still tours with the group but most other original band members have moved on. Their
first album spawned a track that Metallica was to cover, “Am I Evil”, with its questioning title
answering refrain, and surging drive combined with quick changes of tempo and riffs. The first
album was actually put out made up of home recorded material and served up in a white sleeve
with just the signatures of the band on the front. This was an up yours gesture to all the labels
and record companies that had ever turned them down. They did it themselves and still made
it. Hard chugging riffs and strong vocals denote their style with long guitar breaks. Every
Heavy Metal fans dream. They are still held up as one of the great Metal Bands for their single
minded direction musically and ideologically.

Diamond Head circa 1979

https://youtu.be/mbgv587ooNM
Am I Evil

Oooh now that makes me feel a lot better!
Angelwitch. This trio hailing from London were tipped to be one of the top bands of the Heavy
Metal scene but due to the usual arguments and attempted sabotage between the members the
band vanished only to resurface a few years later after the release of their first album but never
caught the limelight of the critical acclaim of music writers or fans ever again even though they
have released a succession of albums. They are still playing but only occasionally. Their lead
guitarist Kevin Heybourne became quite a guitar hero amongst many metal fans due to his
speed and dexterity of playing and his unusual vocal skills. The remainder of the band certainly
knew how to add a backing like few others could. As a trio they were one of the heaviest bands
around. Their first album was described by Melody Maker as having taken Black Sabbath’s
first album and put it through a cement mixer. Yeah, that about sums up the heavy atmosphere
and churning depths of the music but add to that speed and subtleties, yes subtleties, and you
have Angelwitch at their very best.

Angelwitch from the back of their first album

https://youtu.be/J5o-8FVXom8
Angelwitch – Angelwitch full album 1980

Samson. Now Samson were a strange band in many ways. They were more of a feeder band.
By that I mean many members seem to pass through the group before moving on to greater
things and yet Samson never made it big which is so surprising in that the lead man Paul
Samson was so revered in the Metal world. Other past members were the likes of Bruce Bruce,
otherwise known as Bruce Dickinson who of course found lasting fame as the vocalist of Iron
Maiden. Guitarist Bernie Torme was with them for a stint and even Iron Maiden’s ex drummer
Clive Burr joined them for a short while. John McCoy was another ex-member who went on
to join Gillan and then founded Mammoth who were an excellent group. He also went on to
produce some of the top metal bands over the year. Samson though produced some fairly
indifferent albums that some may even dare call mediocre but none the less they were very

influential in the early days of the New Wave. The drummer “Thunderstick” always wore a
mask on and off stage for some unknown reason.

Bruce Dickinson with a dodgy tash! Samson

https://youtu.be/bUtcWcICWBc
Head On by Samson with Dickinson of vocals.

Dark Star. Dark Star were a short lived outfit from Kidderminster and Birmingham in the
West Midlands but in their short lifespan produced one cracking album that contained one of
the finest Heavy Metal tracks of the era called “Lady of Mars”. It appeared on the second
volume of Metal for Muthas. They were tipped for the top but for various reasons they never
really lifted off the ground after the release of their debut album. Their hard edge was
supplemented by keyboards which gave the rougher edged metal a softer more approachable
style. The band combines the pomp and grandeur of much of '70s rock with the newfound
rawness and aggression that was characteristic of the NWOBHM music of this time, and this
album was recorded during the movement's absolute peak. A classic that is fondly remembered.

Dark Star at the time of their LP release

https://youtu.be/MttCQ7cxOw8
Dark Star – Dark Star

Venom. Venom hailed from Newcastle upon Tyne and kickstarted the more Satanic and
Devilish side of Metal known as Death Metal, or Black Metal, that has since spawned some
very dodgy metal bands all screaming about devil worship and all the sad likes. Not what true
Heavy Metal was about in its early days. They are still touring and recording and have
somehow remained underground and made quite a good living at it. This is the type of Metal
that gets all the press and headlines instead of the more skilful and adept protagonists of the
genre. Hard driving noise that is fast and energetic and unfortunately little else.

Venom circa 1979

https://youtu.be/Y09aF6z5UKY
Venom’s first album “Welcome to Hell”

White Spirit. This band coming from Hatlepool were a much more classy act than many of
the groups coming through at the time. They are today best remembered for guitarist Janick
Gers who went on to play with Gillan, Bruce Dickinson and is now the third lead guitarist with
Iron Maiden.

White Spirit, Janick Gers in the centre

The band was alas short lived when Gers was drafted in to Gillan and soon fell apart leaving a
classic piece of Metal music that is beloved by many metalheads.
https://youtu.be/Ki-FGJsGYeI
White Spirit – White Spirit full album.

These are just eight of many bands from this period of the New Wave of British Heavy Metal
that were influenced by the underground bands of the early and mid-1970’s. There are many
more that are just names or are still playing but have remained underground and unfortunately
missed the gravy train when they had the chance, if they were lucky enough to get that chance
in the first place. Some of those bands are still recording and touring and are often very popular
outside of Britain. Now isn’t that normal!
Here is one of the most interesting groups of the early 1970’s underground that were an
influence on many of the artists mentioned, including yours truly.
Toad – Toad
https://youtu.be/QGwiSqJIrso
Ooh that feels so good!

Here is a list of others bands to listen to if this grabs your interest.
Jameson Raid
Gaskin
Saracen
Chevy
Trespass
Dawn Trader
Raven
Tygers of Pan Tang
Wychfynde
Praying Mantis
Witchfinder General
Vardis
Spider
Blitzkrieg
Tank
Shy
Demon
Bladerunner
Ethel the Frog
Girlschool
Mamas Boys
Quartz
Starfighters
Tokyo Blade

One last track from the kings of the genre, Iron Maiden. This is taken from the Rainbow gig of
1980 still with their first vocalist Paul Di’Anno. Enjoy the pace, raw energy and skill of it all.
https://youtu.be/t5jaRipA5_M
Iron Maiden “Phantom of the Opera” 1980

There is an interesting Wikipedia article on this subject that gives a more panoramic view of
the genre than I have given here which for interested parties will give a more historic
background to the style.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_wave_of_British_heavy_metal

